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Guinness Go Leor: Irish Pubs and the Diaspora

CHAPTER FOUR
GUINNESS Go LEOR:
IRISH PUBS AND THE DIASPORA
KATHLEEN HEININGE

Any study of ethnicity, especially diasporic ethnicity, must somehow
engage with the question of "authenticity," and Irish studies is no
different. Irish cultural identity is performed on stage (with Irish plays,
dance, and music), at St. Patrick's Day celebrations (witness the parade in
New Orleans where Irish Spring soap, potatoes, cabbages, and ramen
noodles are tossed from floats), in markets (where shamrock boxer shorts,
Guinness hats, and Celtic cross snow-globes are sold), and in pubs. Such
performances proliferate all over the world, often eliciting debate about
the authentic representation of ethnicity. Is Martin McDonagh, touted as
some by one of the most important Irish playwrights working today, really
Irish, although he was not raised in Ireland? Does Riverdance really
replicate traditional Irish dancing? Do the production values of Celtic
Woman hearken back to the feis (Irish festival) or to pub music? At stake
seems to be the need for members of the diaspora to align themselves with
a romanticized and glorious past, one that has produced a considerable
number of cultural artifacts, from James Joyce to Guinness. Because the
story of Ireland has been largely one of emigration rather than immigration,
the Irish diaspora can be found everywhere, not only in Boston and New
York and San Francisco, but in Butte, Milwaukee, New Orleans, and
Atlanta; not only in England and the United States, but in France, the
Caribbean, Italy, South Africa, Hong Kong, Mexico, French Polynesia,
and Croatia. Those who claim Irish connections, even when those
connections are relatively tenuous or perhaps mendacious, can be found in
a diversity of places far from Ireland. Consequently, how is Irishness
marked? What happens to authenticity when it is exported, and how does
that sense of the authentic contribute to (or detract from) participation in
an imagined community, as defined by Benedict Anderson?
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As is true for many ethnic groups, the markers of ethnicity often hew
eotypes, and stereotypes about the Irish abound, although none so
ster
to
prevalently as the assumption that the Irish are prodigious drinkers. Some
question the origin of such stereotypes, with theories proposed from a
cultural preference to drink in public rather than at home, to the belief that
drink was nutritious (see Porter 2002 and Barich 2009). Whatever the
origins of the stereotype, its perpetuation has resulted in the association of
the Irish with their drinking establishn1ents, and the pub has spread as
pervasively as the diaspora itself. Around the world, Irish pubs have
become one of the ways the diaspora and others associate themselves with
things Irish, and the familiar black Guinness sign proclaiming that
comradery and affability can be found even when far from "home".
These pubs, found around the world, however, do not resemble the pub
found in Ireland. Those in Ireland need not self-consciously identify as
specifically Irish; they are already in Ireland, and need no further
identification. Once, however, the pub leaves Ireland, it requires markers
to set it apart from its "foreign" surroundings, and a particular kind of
diasporic Irish pub is created: the imagined community of those with
connections (both physical and wishful) to Ireland. Its self-consciousness,
reflecting the self-consciousness of its connoisseurs, is oddly cliquish,
choosing its own stereotypes to portray Irishness. The pub, then, becomes
an interesting site for the contestation of Irish identity, and a determining
factor in trying to assert a strange kind of authentic historical memory.
Cultural markers are not unusual in ethnic transplanting. When a
Chinese restaurant opens in Dublin, the sign will include Chinese writing,
though few patrons read Chinese, and the food served differs dramatically
from that found in China, especially when it is served on chips rather than
rice. When an American restaurant advertises Italian pizza, one assumes it
will come loaded with cheese, meat, and vegetables, with little
resemblance to a pizza ordered in Rome. The Irish pub is different,
however, from other translated cultural artefacts in that its global
commodification is beginning to change the nature of the Irish pubs found
in Ireland, so that the latter "seem" more authentic to those from the
imagined community of the diaspora. I wish to examine the markers at
work here, both within and outside Ireland, as they stake a particular
hierarchical claim for authenticity, and as that claim grows increasingly
unclear.
Homi Bhabha, in The Location of Culture (1994), questions the very
concept of authenticity, claiming the site of transculturation, where
cultures rub together and influence each other, is where we find culture
becoming "more transnational and translational" (Bhabha,1994: 5), and

